Ox

Outlaw

spend for MIGHT
Action Limit 2

Action

JACK OF ALL TRADES

STUBBORN

You’ve had a number of odd jobs,
experiences and teachers in your
life, and you’ve picked up a wide
variety of skills.

You refuse to give up.

Spend 1 Action Token to reveal a
skill that nobody knew you had, or
use a known skill in a novel way.
Spend 2 Action Tokens to do
anything that seems to beyond
the present reach of your
companions.

Gain 1
Action Token
the first time you
withstand a mighty
blow in a room, without
having to describe how you
slip or struggle.
Spend 1 Action Token to break
or crush something or move a
heavy object.
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GOAL
Once a noble in a
neighboring kingdom, you
were party to the murder
of the Swamp Queen
Eshapeti. Her dying curse
cost you your position
and has followed
you ever since. You
paid handsomely
for a divination
that indicated your
salvation lies within
the Ziggarut Tomb.

Spend 1 Luck
Token to overcome
an impossible task.
When Out Of Luck
you are overcome by
the power of the Zodiac
Emperor. Turn in your Ox
Mask for a Mummy Mask.
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If you discover the
Obsidian Scarab, a
magical artifact that will lift
your curse, you will be free to
resume your birthright once again.



Luck

spend for MIGHT
+1 Action Limit
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Thief

Monkey
spend for WITS
Action Limit 2
AGILE

Action

You have amazing
control over your
body.

PROFESSIONAL
You are well-acquainted with traps,
disguises and the methods for
gaining things others don’t want
you to have.

Gain 1 Action Token
the first time your
physical body is
threatened in a room,
without having to
describe how you slip
or struggle.
Spend 1 Action Token
to jump, climb, or balance
on something precarious.

Spend 1 Action Token to
disarm a trap or uncloak
something that’s hidden for
all to see.
Spend 2 Action Tokens
to do anything else that
falls within your thiefly
abilities.

Spend 1 Luck Token to do
something physically impossible.

GOAL
You heard from old Ali OneTooth that the Tears of the
Nile, a legendary necklace of
priceless diamonds, lies within
the Ziggarut Tomb.

When Out Of Luck choose: are
you are overcome by the power
of the Zodiac Emperor (Turn in
your Monkey
Mask for a
Mummy
Mask) or has
Luck
being in
the tomb
opened your
inner eye (turn in
your Monkey Mask
for an Ibis Mask)?

If you can return to the surface
with it, these unique gems are
one of the only ways you know of
to buy off the blood debt you owe
to the Shadow Masters.
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spend for WITS
+1 Action Limit

Art: Ed Heil | edheil.com/illustration

Scarab

spend for SORCERY
Action Limit 2

Scoundrel

Action

spend for SORCERY
+1 Action Limit

Spirit Tongue
You speak the language
of the unseen spirits.
Gain 1 Action Token
as soon as a sorcerous
attack, deception or
emanation comes into
contact with you or
your allies.
Spend 1 Action Token
to learn information
by magical means, or
to forge a connection
with an otherworldly
creature.

ILLUSIONIST
You are skilled in the art of
distraction.
Spend 1 Action Token to create a
sensory illusion.
Spend 2 Action Tokens to create a
simulacrum or otherwise provide an
illusion with temporary physical form.

GOAL

Spend 1 Luck Token to
bargain or cut a deal with an
otherwordly entity.
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When Out Of
Luck you are
cursed! Turn
in your Scarab
Mask for a
Cursed Mask.

Now that you’ve disposed of your Master,
you are free to seek the power of the Scepter
yourself.



Luck

When apprenticed, your Master told you of
the Scepter of the Sun, a magical rod of many
parts that bestows the bearer with the power
to clothe the visions of their minds eye with
real form and substance.
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Cursed

spend for SORCERY
Action Limit 2

Soldier

Action

spend for MIGHT
+2 Action Limit

CURSED
You have brought the attention of
malevolent spirits upon your own
head.

MARTIAL ARTS
You have superlative fighting skills.
Spend 1 Action Token to overcome a
mortal opponent in a contest of arms.
Spend 2 Action Tokens to overcome
any opponent in a contest of arms, or
impress any opponent with your skills.

Spend 1 Action Token to bring the
world of the dead and the world of the
living closer together.

ORIGINAL GOAL
Note your goal from your first Mask:
Spend 1 Luck Token to endanger the life of
one of your comrades. They narrate how they
barely survive, and they gain 1 Luck Token.
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When Out Of
Luck you pass
on! Turn in your
Cursed Mask for a
Faceless Mask.

Your ambition has grown
while in the tomb. You
know that the Zodiac Emperor
was buried with the Scroll of
Dominion, an ancient artifact
that will ensorcle any military force
to your command, if you can bring it
back with you to the surface.



Luck

ADDITIONAL
GOAL
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Mystic

Faceless

spend for WITS
Action Limit 2

Action

NAME SPEAKER

Enigma

To name the thing is to command it.

You are a conduit to
the mirror realms.

Spend 1 Action Token to speak
something’s true name, gaining it’s
attention or interrupting its actions
Spend 2 Action Tokens to rename
something, shaping it into that which
you command

Spend 1 Action
Token to create
a reflection of
something you see
before you.

Spend 1 Luck Token to
save the life, body or sanity of one of your
comrades by sacrificing your own.

ORIGINAL GOAL
Note your goal from your first Mask:

When Out Of Luck
you pass into, then
emerge from, the
Mirror Realm!
Turn in your
Luck
Faceless Mask
for any leftside Mask not
currently being
worn. Whether the
rogue behind the mask
has changed is up to you.

ADDITIONAL GOAL
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Nabû-Nâzir’s True Name is stitched into the hem
of the Emperor’s Burial Shroud. It cannot be
spoken inside his own tomb. On the surface world,
however, it could potentially summon the shade of
the Emperor himself to your side, providing you with the
eldritch might to gain your heart’s desires.
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spend for SORCERY
+2 Action Limit
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Mummy
spend for MIGHT
Action Limit 3
UNDEAD

Assassin
Action

You walk the passage
between the worlds of the
living and the dead.

SECRETS OF THE FLESH
You know all of the weaknesses of
the body.

Spend 1 Action Token
to ignore pain,
overcome injury or
otherwise shrug
off anything that
could injure you
or impede your
progress.

Spend 1 Action Token to
incapacitate, paralyze or otherwise
end a mortal opponents ability to
harm you or others.
Spend 2 Action Tokens to slay a
mortal opponent, or incapaciate one
without a corporeal body.

Spend 1 Luck
Token to reveal a
secret of the Tomb.
If another rogue
capitalizes on it, they
gain 1 Luck Token.

ORIGINAL GOAL
Note your goal from your first Mask:

When Out Of Luck
you are claimed by
the Zodiac
Emperor.
You
keep your
Luck
Mummy
Mask,
but at
the end of
the game
your fate is
to remain in the
Tomb.

ADDITIONAL GOAL
You cannot gain what you truly want if you pass
from the mortal world. Thankfully, the Heart of
Anubis lies somewhere within the tomb. Once
this jewel occupies your own chest, you will be
barred from entering the underworld.
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spend for WITS
+2 Action Limit
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Masks
of the Mummy Kings
A game by Nathan D. Paoletta | ndpdesign.com
Epilogues
First: Who’s gained their goal treasure, or has their
fate bound up with another who has gained it?
They have gained their goal.
Second: Who gained a Mummy Mask?
They stay in the tomb.
Third: Who has the most Treasure Tokens?
They have assured themselves a comfortable life.
All others still face a life of want and hardship.
Rogues narrate their epilogues accordingly.

Might

Level Three
Treasure Token Budget:
# of Rogues +
3 × # of Rogues
Three Obstacles per Room

Last Room:
Two Obstacles +
Zodiac Emperor

Wits

Sorcery

Room

Place Legendary Treasure
Tokens in the well for Treasure
Tokens discarded from the
Zodiac Emperor.

Level Two

Treasure Token Budget:
# of Rogues + 3 × # of Rogues
Two Obstacles per Room

Last Room:
Two Obstacles +
One Mummy King

Level One
Treasure Token Budget:
3 × # of Rogues
One Obstacle per Room
Each Rogue describes which part of the Key they
have brought to combine with the others in order
to gain access to the tomb.
Once all parts of the key have been described, the
Rogues enter the tomb and the adventure begins.

Last Room:
One Obstacle +
One Mummy King

The Entrance

The Ziggarut Tomb

Obstacles

Budget

